In this paper we apply the collocation method to the initial-boundary value problem for the equation g(x,ytt,u)u^ = = Au + F(x,y,t,u) by means of bicubic spline functions. So wa arrive to the initial problem for a system of ordinary differential equations. We establish the existence and the uniqueness of the approximate solutions and give an estimate of order 3 of the error affooting the method.
Introduction
The oollocation method was applied in [3] , [4] to an initial-boundary value problem for a nonlinear parabolic equation and in [1] for a system of such equations, in the case of one space variable. In [5] this method was used to a boundary value problem for a quasi-linear elliptic equation, in the case of two space variables«
In this paper we apply the collocation method to the initial-boundary value problem for the equation g(x,ytt,u)u^ = = Au + F(x,y,t,u) by means of bicubic spline functions. So wa arrive to the initial problem for a system of ordinary differential equations. We establish the existence and the uniqueness of the approximate solutions and give an estimate of order 3 of the error affooting the method. where c is a constant independent of (>. Sinoe <.,.>H is a scalar product in M^, the above oollocation equation is equivalent to (2.3) <g(.,.,t,U)Ut -AU -F(.,.,t,U),v>H -0 for any v € isjj. Representing the funotion U(x,y,t) in the form N U(x,y,t) -2 «iftiViix.y), i»1
Definitions, notations and properties

Let || »Hjj^ denote the norm in the Sobolev
where v^ are the basis function in M^, and putting into the collocation equation (2*2), we obtain a system of ordinary differential equatioAs with the unknown functions «^(t). ThiB system can be written in the form ' T where cx(t) = (t),... ,o<N(t)) , A is a matrix independent of t, whose elements are the values of the basis functions v^ at the oollooation points and B(t,c*(t)) is the veotor obtained on dividing the term A+ P by g. The matrix A is non-singular, sinoe <.,.>H is a soalar produot in
We suppose that the following assumptions are satisfied: (Z1) feD(ft), f|0a-0, (Z2) the funotions g(x,y,t,z), f(x,y,t,z) are continuous with respect to x,y,t and satisfy the Lipsohitz condition with respect to z, (Z3) 0 <gQ < g(x,y,t,z), where gQ is a constant.
The o r e m 2.1. Under the assumptions (Z1)-(Z3) the problem (2.2) has exactly one solution.
Proof. By assumption (Z1), T^f is correctly defined. Moreover, T^feM^j, hence U(x,y,0) can be expressed in the form N U(x,y,0) = 2 i=1
Henoe,the problem (2.2) is equivalent to the initial problem At d|(tl= B(t,«(t)),
Prom assumptions (Z2), (Z3) it follows that B(t,oi) is continuous. with respeot to t and satisfies the Lipschitz condition with respeot to ex. Henoe, making use of the well known theorem on the existence and the uniqueness of the solution of the initial problem for a system of ordinary differential equations, we find that the problem (2.2) has exactly one solution, Q.E.D. Proof.
For the sake of simplicity we shall often omit the variables x, 7 and t. Let V -T^u -U and e -<> u -T h u. Since W^eU^, we obtain from equation (2.3)
The equation (2.1) is also satisfied at the oollooation points, whence 
